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Introduction 

The world around us is three-dimensional. 

The human eye depicts a picture on the retina 

(thi s picture is laterally and vertically revers

ed) and thus compresses all subjects into one 

plane although they are actually echeloned in 

depth. Drawings, paintings and photographs 

are two dimensional representations of the 

sa me type. Experience has shown that this 

type of picture of our surroundings is suffi

cient in most cases to give us an idea not only 

of dimensions in one plane but also of the 

impression of depth. This is particularly so, 

since painters and photographers, etc., have 

at their disposal various factors (such as per

spective, illumination, colour, etc.) which, 

properly used in suitable cases, enhance the 

illusion of spatial recession. 

The illusion of depth, as perceived also by 

one-eyed people in the open, unless they 

move their head or eyes is not, however, al

ways sufBcient for the recognition and eval

uation of the spatial shape, arrangement and 

situation of objects. It may be mislead ing 

(optical deception) , especially if the brain is 

unable to make comparisons with other 

values experienced previously. There are, for 

instance, many photographs of surgical oper

ations, the uncertain perspective of whid1 

frequently causes insurmountable difficulties. 

Such experience, repeatedly mentioned in 

the relevant literature, will sometimes be 

made by our readers in their own photo
graphic work. 

However, man has two eyes, each one of 

which gives a slightly different view of a scene 

due to the interpupillary separation. Despite 

this fact, the brain, to which these different 

images are conveyed, will produce the impres

sion of a single, but three-dimensional image. 

The two images on the retinas are uncon

sciously fused in the brain to produce thi s 

"stereo-scopic" impression. I( in binocular 

viewi ng double pictures are seen, there wi ll 

be a visual disturbance, usually called "fusing 

di sturbance" . 

The interpupillary distance of the human 

eyes is called the base. It differs, according 

to race, sex or age, between 55 mm and 

75 mm. On the average it is 65 mm. 

The perception of depth with two eyes, in 

contrast to the conception of depth with one 
eye - as long as excessive distances are not 

involved - is extremely impress ive and 

remarkably acute in the discrimination of 
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differences in depth. Even under most critical 

conditions the perception will always give 

accurate results. 

Sir Charles 'Whentstorl e' established the fact 

that the brain can , in the same way, fuse to 

a three-dimensional impression perspectively 

different two dimensional representations of 

bodies if such di ssi milar represe ntations, the 

so-ca lled stereoscop ic pairs (or the two half

images) are prese nted separately to each eye. 

This knowledge made him the promoter of 

stereo -photography. 

Unfortunately, stereo-photography is not 

used nowadays in research and education to 

that degree that might be expected from its 

extraordinary efficiency in this field. The 

reason for this negligence, however, may not 

lie in ignorance of its usefulness, but rather 

in a most remarkable timidity in employing 

it on account of its ostensibly difficult oper

ation. 

Once this reluctance was certainly justified, 

but it is rather obsolete nowadays, since the 

Z E I 55 I KON stereo- systems have been intro

duced and rendered stereo -photography as 

simple as normal flat-photography, as will 

be shown in the following articles. 

Stereo-photography is also mos t attractive for 

the amateur, a fact which is obviously not so 

well-known in Europe as in the U.S.A., 

where stereo-photography has become 1111 -

mensely popular during recent years. 

The Meaning and Importance of a 

Stereo-System 

Stereo-photography has its own laws and 

principles which exceed by far those of 

"single-eyed" photography. Adherence to 

these principles is the basic prerequisite for 

success in stereo-photography and is indis-

I 1802 -1875, Professor of Natural Philosophy at King's 
Co llege, London . 
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pens able from the moment the picture is 

taken until it can be examined in the viewer 

or on the screen. 

A satisfactory impress ion of space, when 

viewing stereoscopic pairs, can be conveyed 

to the brain only under the following con

ditions: 

The half-images should be taken so that 

they convey a different perspective to the 

viewing eyes as with the normal vision. 

The actual or apparent di stance between 

the two lenses of a stereo-camera is called 

the "taking base" (fig. 3 and 4). Normally 

it is equal to the average interpupillary 

di stance. In special cases, however, it can 

be altered. Increasing the taking base will 

exaggerate the impression of depth, de

creasing it will prevent exaggerations of 

close su bjects . 

The half-images should be conveyed to the 

eyes "correctly", that is to say, the left 

half-image only to the left eye, the right 

half-image only to the right eye. 

The half-images should be conveyed to the 

eyes laterally and vertically correct. 

The half-images should be conveyed to the 

eyes at the correct interpupillary distance. 

The half-images should be free from errors 

in vertical alignment. 

The difference in depth between the nearest 

and the farthest object point in the stereo 

picture should be limited. 

The framing of the picture should be 

adapted geometrically to the content of the 

picture, so as to produce the effect of 

looking at the subject through a window 

(imaginary window). 

There are two poss ible ways to fulfil these 

indi spensable demands, whidl are dictated by 



the laws of Nature. Either it is left to the Fig.l r-- ....-
care, the skill and the patience of the photog-

rapher to make his stereo-pictures in such a 

way as to correspond to these principles, or 

the whole task is entrusted to the dev ices and 

accessories available for the taking, process-

ing and reproducti on of stereo-p ictures. All 

components se rving thi s purpose must, of 

co urse, match ; be it a complex camera, an 

attachment o r only a tiny mask, they all 

must be carefu lly mated and combined in a 

"system" . 

(.According 10 "lWeyers [exikon ", 1929 ) 

SYSTEM ( greek "se l oj co ,mecl ed Ihings ") , 

o,"gnnised body of CO ,lIpo"l enl s or severn / 
Ihings arranged according to a definite view
/)oil"l l, in order 10 work loge lher. 

It is possible, and permissible, that one or 

other of the co mponents can be used in two 

or more stereo-systems. Designin g such simpli 

fication s of a system is one of the many prob

lems the skilful designer has to solve in 

order to lower the price of the single com

ponent and of the whole system. The idea of 

a "stereo-system " was used for the first time 

in connection with a range of stereo acces

sories for the CON T A X and a few devices 

belonging to the same range, and has also 

been defined in this journal2 . A stereo -system 

such as this is, acco rding to Vierling, a series 

of "suitably matched devices for stereo-photo 

graphy, which automatically meet the funda 

mental demands of stereoscopy, particularly 

as far as mounting and evaluating the pictures 

are concerned, without the photographer' s 

own efforts". 

A "stereo -system" is, therefore, principally 

designed to replace the often difficult techni

cal operations of binding stereo -pictures by 

suitable devices which simplify stereo -photo 

graphy to such an extent that it is almost as 

easy to perform as norma] photography and 

leads to an almost complete automation of 

the proceedings. 
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This series of matched groups of devices 

for stereo-photography is presented in the 

CONTAX stereo-system, the CONTAFLEX 

stereo-system and the CONTI A stereo

system, These systems are, however, more or 

less intermeshed and the same elements can 

be used for various purposes, such as masks, 

viewers and stereo-attachments for projec

tors. 
The co NT AX stereo-system, as the most 

advanced with regard to its possible appli 

cations, is particularly suitable for scientific 

and technical use, but can also be employed 

by amateurs, of course, whilst the other 

stereo-systems are designed primarily for 

amateur photography. 

The Arrangement of the H alf-Images: 

O ne-ring (0 ) and 

Two-ring (00) Stereo-Pictures 

Cameras for taking pairs of stereoscopic 

pictures may be special designs and used ex

clusively for this purpose. However, stereo

taking devices can be made also as supple

mentary attachments to normal cameras, as, 

for obvious reasons, is the case with the de

vices of the Z El SS 1 KON stereo-systems. The 

stereoscopic half-images then simply occupy 

the space of the standard miniature format, 

being 18 X 24 mm2 in size within the nominal 

24 X 36 mm2 format. With the ZEISS IKON 

stereo-systems the two vertical-format half

images are placed directly adjacent to each 

other and rellrain always connected to aile 

,CII10ther whell mOllnted. This is, without doubt, 

a great advantage and makes the automation 

of picture production much easier. Stereo pic

tures can alternate immediately with flat pic

tures, so that there is absolute freedom in 

using the camera for stereo or flat pictures 

(fig. 1). The division of the 24 X 36 mm2 



format has, in the meantime, been determined 

by standard specification DIN 453 1, sheet 2 

(fig. 2) so that no departure from these 

measurements by individual makers is pos

sible. 

According to the design of the basic camera 

(CONTAX, CON TAFLEX , CONT I NA)and 

their stereo-attachments, every half-image 

is produced either by its own lens or both 

half-images are photographed with one com

mon lens. The reproduction by two lenses of 

identical design is, of course, much more ac

curate and versatile, but also considerably 

more expensive. Furthermore, it is possible 

only with cameras with interchangeable lenses 

(c 0 NT AX). With a camera with a fixed lens 

(CONTAFLEX, CONTINA), the standard lens 

is also used to produce both the stereo-half -

images. This makes the additional attachment 

less expensive, but does not allow the stand -

ard focal length to be adapted to a stereo -

format which is only half the size of the 

standard format, as is possible with the two 

lenses built into a special twin -lens stereo 

attachment. 

Fig . 4 

r 

The essential difference between the stereo- PI 

half-images taken with one COllllllOll lens only 

in comparison with those taken with two spe

cial lenses, however, is their position relative 

to each other. According to fig. 3, showing the 

design and the path of rays in a single-lens 

stereo -attachment, the paths of rays are cross

ed and the half-images "transposed", that is 

to say, the image taken with the left half of 

the common Jens is to the right of the other 

half-image and vice versa. The half-images 

are interchanged. 

With a device similar to that shown in fig. 4, 

illustrating the design and the path of rays 

in a bi-Jens stereo-attachment, this crossing 

of the rays does not occur; the picture taken 

with the left-hand lens is also on the left

hand side of its companion on the film and 

vice versa. The half-images are "untranspos-
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ed". Now, these pictures on the film are, like 

any other photograph, latera lly and vertica lly 

reversed. According to the ru les they shou ld , 

however, be presented to the eyes so that the 

half -image se ized by the left pupil, that is 

the left-hand half-image, should be seen on ly 

by the left eye and the ri ght half-image only 

by the right eye i furthermore , the pictures 

should both be laterally and vertica lly cor

rect. The diagram fig. 5 shows how the two 

types of pictures meet these demands. It is 

naturally assllmed that the two half -images 

are arranged side by side on a common fi lm 

base and must not be separated for viewing 

purposes. 

From fig. 5 it is obvious that the pair of half

images taken with a si ngle- lens stereo-attach

ment can be brought to a correct position by 

merely turning it within its plane. The left

hand half-image is in front of the left eye, 

the right-hand one in front of the right eye 

(correct position with regard to the eyes) 

and both images are vertica lly and latera lly 

correct. 

However, this is not so with the stereo-pic

ture taken with two lenses. Whatever kind 

of rotation or twisting may be employed, 

there are on ly two different positions pos 

sible either A or B, although the half-images 

are vertically correct. In position A the half

images are latera lly correct but the left-hand 

image is in front of the right eye, the right 

one in front of the left eye. The position B, 

however, is the correct position with regard 

to the eyes, but the half -images are laterally 

reversed. 

This proves that in stereo-photography we 

have to do with two fundamentally different 

types of picture. Thi s fact has to be taken 

into account when viewers and projectors 

are being designed. On the other hand, the 

pictures themselves mu st be marked so that 

they are used on ly with apparatus that bears 

the sa me markings and are not interchanged. 
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The Marking of Stereo-Pictures and 
Stereo-Accessories 

The markings for the easy distinction of the 

two types of stereo-pictures are logical and 

impress themselves easily on one's mind , since 

they are merely the obvious symbols for the 

manner of taking the pictures. 

We have suggested the use of small circles as 

symbols, such as: 

o aile circle to denote the pictures taken 

with one common lens (mono-lens), 

which were hitherto known as " trans

posed" stereo-pairs, and 

00 two circles denoting stereo-pictures 

taken with two lenses (bi-Iens), hitherto 

known as "un-tran sposed " stereo pairs. 

This method of marking stereo-transparen

cies has been published3 as a standard 

(DIN 4531, sheet 3) and is shown in illus

tration 6. However, not only are the stereo 

pictures provided with these markings, but 

also all apparatus belonging to one of the 

Z E I 55 I KON stereo-systems. Every ste reo

attachment, for in stance, shows immediately 

which type of pictures it will produce and 

every viewer is marked so as to show for 

what type of stereo -slides it is suitab le. 

Lateral Distance of the 
Half-Images / Standard Gauge 

One of the conditions of stereoscopic viewing 

is to present the two half -images to the eye 

at their correct lateral di sta nce. In an auto

matically effective stereo-system this demand 

ca n be met only when half-images of all 

stereo -pairs to be eva luated correspond to 

one finite distance, th e standard gallge, and 

that the measu rements of all elements of the 

Fig . 6 

Sliggestioll for DI'N stalldard 453 1, Sbeet 3, for 
illtrodllcillg rillg sY lllbols all 2" x 2" stereo slides 
to distillgllislJ IllDilo -leli S stereo /lictllres frail' bi
lell s olles. )Wollo-Iell s stereo slides sboilid bave 
a II e circle 0 , bi-Iell s olles t 'va circles 00 
al/acbed to tbe s/lo t pisible ill tbis diagralll . 
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stereo -system are based on thi s gauge and 

must be guided by it. The most appropriate 

standard gauge for stereo-pictures of the 

miniature format has been found (in the 

development of the CON T A X stereo-system) 

to be 19.0 mm, which has also been acknowl

edged as a DIN-standard4 • The near points 

of all half-images of every taking range must, 

therefore, be separated by 19.0 mm. The tak

ing attachments of the Z E ISS IKO N stereo

systems ensure this automatically by means 

of a special control of the path of rays, as 

long as they are not used below the shortest 

taking di stance recommended. 

The Condition of Depth 

According to the rule, the human eyes can 

on ly survey at the same time a range of depth 

which, in angu lar measurement, does not ex

ceed very much an angle of 70 minutes5. If 
thi s is not the case stereoscopic viewing is 

impossible on account of fusing di sturbance. 

This applies also to the viewing of stereo 

pictures. The standpoint of the viewer or the 

position of hi s eyes with regard to the stereo 

scopic half -pictures and to their depth, must 

be arranged correspondingly. It is quite ob

vious that the range of depth embraced by a 

stereo-photograph will increase when the tak

ing base is shortened and decrease the closer 

the camera approaches the object. Thus we 

are able to increase the range of depth em

braced by the human eye by shortening the 

taking base in the close-up range. 

The Stereo Window 

The stereo-photograph as well as the flat 

photograph has a sharp boundary line, a frame . 

For the flat photograph this frame has the 
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simple purpose of providing an aesthetic ter

mination i in the stereo -photograph, however, 

it appears to stand out in space bodily, pre

ferably in the shape of an " imaginary win

dow ". It is advisable, therefore, to make thi s 

frame so that, in a normal stereo -photograph, 

all objects appear as if seen through a window 

and behilld it. With a few exceptions any 

different presentation of a stereo-photograph 

will convey an unnatural effect. With the 

ZE I SS IKO N stereo-systems, this effect is ob

tained by the employment of the special stereo 

mask (fig. 20) into whidl the piece of film 

with the inter-related pairs of half-images are 

simply inserted. This mask is calculated so 

that the corresponding lateral edges are ac

curately spaced apart by the standard gauge 

= 19.0 mm (see also fig. 2). The correspond

ing portions of the frame and the images of 

the near points of every taking range thus 

have the same lateral distance between them, 

that of the standard gauge of 19.0 mm. Since 

the lateral di stance of related image points 

determines the spatial position of the stereo

scopic image point, the near points of every 

taking range appear automatically in the plane 

of the imaginary window. All other image 

points in the taking range thus appear also 

automatically behind the imaginary window. 

Reproduction 

Miniature stereo transparencies can be re

produced by projection and thus convey the 

three-dimensional impress ion to many viewers 

at the same time i the pictures can also be 

viewed individually by using a stereo-viewer 

(s'tereoscope) , 

In order to convey to the observer a correct 

impression by means of a stereo-picture the 

conditions listed on page 3 have to be adher

ed to strictly. Strictly speaking, the half

images shou ld be arranged so that every ob-
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Diagram of the three-dimellsiollal representatioll 
obtained by viewing stereoscopic pictures. 
'Ihe brain "places' the apparent pictures wl1ere 
the lilies of vision of th e left alld right eyes cross. 

ject in them is seen from the same angle, as 

it is seen with the unaided eye in real life. 

The position in space of an object point in 

a composite image (fig. 7) - for instance -

the point" M" is determined by the lateral 

distance between its disparate points M j 

within the left and Mr within the right half

image. The left eye A" when viewing a stereo 

picture, is directed to the point M, in the left 

half-image , the right eye Ar simultaneously 

being directed to the corresponding point Mr 

in the right half-image. The lines of vision 

A, Ml and Ar Mr are apparently extended 

until they intersect in point M. This is the 

position assigned to the point in space M by 

the visual perception. In the same way, every 

other point which forms the stereo-picture is 

assigned to apparent positions. The closer 

any pair of adjacent image points of the half

images (N, N r) are to eadl other, the closer 

(N) they appear to the viewer and vice versa. 

The greatest possible distance between any 

two half-image points eF, Fr) is equal to the 

interpupillary distance, that is about 65 mm. 

At the interpupillary distance the lines of 

vision of the two eyes become parallel and 

make the point in space (F) concerned, appear 

at infinity. The position of the nearest point 

eN) is determined by the conditions of depth 

and is automatically fixed in the ZE ISS IKON 

systems by the corresponding rating of the 
taking ranges. 

These interrelations are also fundamental to 

the individual viewing of a stereo photograph 

by one observer as well as to the viewing of 

a projected stereo picture by several observ

ers, although a "correct" three-dimensional 

impression, strictly speaking, can be conveyed 

only to one individual observer. All the other 

observers, according to their standpoints, see 

what is actually a more or less distorted 

3-D picture. These distortions, however, with 

the exception of extreme cases, are seldom 
di sturbing. 
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One-circle (0) stereo -pictures taken with 

standard cameras and stereo-atta chments re

sult in an unavoidable, trapezoidal di stortion 

of the half-images, which may sometimes be 

a little di sturbing. Thi s distortion is due to 

th e required controlled path of rays. In pro 

jection thi s could theoretically be corrected 

fundamentally and quite eas ily by a reversa l 

of the taking-path of rays; but thi s cannot 

be realised in actual practice on account of 

the severe difficulti es in the projection tech 

nique connected with it. 

For the IKOLUX model s 150,300 and S 300 

a new mirror stereo-a ttachment for all exist

ing focal lengths will be available soon, the 

di stortion-correcting effect of which will be 

better the closer the focal length of the pro 

jection lens approaches 50 mm (see Chapter 

IV, A .C) . 

Another poss ibility of distortion has been 

found for O -stereo viewers, which gives 

practically total correction in all cases. It is 

described in Chapter VI. B on page 218 ff 

under "Stereo-Viewers" . 

Stereo-Projection 

The chief problem of stereo -projection is to 

reproduce the half-images in a way that they 

are viewed separately and correctly by each 

eye, as, for various reasons, they have to be 

superimposed upon each other on the screen. 

There is an excellent method of achieving 

thi s which has been well-known so long ago 

as 1891 but practised not before the mid

thirties and whid1 makes use of lineary 

polarized light6. 

(The employment of right and left circulating 

polari zed light would result in a slight im

provement in comparison with lineary polari 

zat ion , but would be considerably more ex-
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pensive on account of the need for more 

costly devices and spectacles.) 

Up to a short time ago the polari zing method 

could no be employed. It was uneconomical 

and too expensive. A fundamental change was 

brought about by the invention of the now 

widely known artificial surface polarizers 

(polari zing screens). The projection beams 

which produce the right and the left half

image on the screen are polarized differently 

so that th e directions of vibration of the two 

polarized beams are rectan gular to each other. 

Eve ry observer has to use spectacles or similar 

devices with two polari zers of the correspond

ing settings. Tn the meantime, it has become 

usual that the directions of vibration of the 

spectacle -polari zers are being inclined through 

abollt 45 0 in relation to the horizontal so 

that they form a V (V setting) with each 

other. This setting also determines the settings 

of the polarizers in the projectors. Thi s differs 

by 180 0 in the 0 and 00 stereo pictures. 

On account of the interaction of the two 

polarizers, ead1 of parallel and crossed 

directions of vibration, which may be rega rd 

ed as generally known , the spectacles ( in 

conjunction with the correctly set polari zers 

in the projector) act as a light dividing filter , 

guiding the right-hand half-image to the 

right eye only and the left-hand half-image 

to the left eye. 

Screens 

Stereo projection with polari zed light is, 

however, possible only if the screen, an im

portant element between the spectacles and 

the projector, has the properties to maintain 

the polarizing effect. Thi s is the case only 

with screen s with metallic surfaces (for sur

face projection) and some ground-glass screen 

and matted foil s (for back-projection). Stand-



ard white or beaded screens are unsuitable, 

since they alter the polarizing effect on li ght 

or destroy it. The "s ilver scree ns" as well as 

the translucent matt surfaces have a di stinc

tive "directional effect" on the reflected light. 

For this reason centrally-viewing observers 

will see very bright pictures, whilst the 

brightness is considerably reduced at the 

sides. When arranging sea ts for observers of 

stereo- projection this fact shou ld be taken 

into account. 

The screen is an importa nt element in stereo 

projection and should be chosen with the 

grea test possibl e care. 

Viewing through a Stereoscope 

If the viewer used is in accordance with the 

a bove -mentioned rules (Chapter IV. B), spe

cial in stru ctions for viewing stereo-pictures 

are unn ecessary. 
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The Various Devices of the Z E ISS I K 0 N Stereo-Systems 

By DR. OTTO VIERLING, STUTTGART 

I. Taking Attachments 

Taking Attachments, producing OO-Stereo-Pictures 

The STEREOTAR-C for the CONTAX 

The optical design of the stereo-attachment 

for the co NT AX is shown in Diagram 8. The 

half-images Land R lie on the film separated 

from each other by the "standard gauge" = 

19.0 mm. The half-images are produced by 

the two lenses Ol and Orr which are two 
35 mm, f/3.5 STEREOTARS. Their paths of 

rays are separated from each other by means 

of a built-in separator plate St. The actual 
di stance between the lenses is 18 mm. In or

der to obtain a taking base corresponding to 

the interpupillary di stance, two rhomboid 

prisms Pl and P r are used in front of the 

lenses for "normal" exposures. The prisms 

deflect the paths of rays laterally and make 

the lenses appear to be at a distance of 62 mm 

from each other. Thus the apparent and con

sequently effective taking base (see fig. 4) 

is 62 mm. The permissible range of depth 

(according to the principle of depth) will 

then extend from infinity to approx. 8 ft 
(2.5 m) . The "base prisms", which are as

sembled in a common casing, can be remo

ved from the lenses, however. This makes 

effective a taking base of 18 mm for the 

double-lens alone. This is of the greatest ad

vantage in the "portrait-range ", since all 

exaggerations in depth are avoided, and also 

in the "close-up range" where the exagger

ations in depth are reduced considerably. 

This reduction of the taking base has also 
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Fig . 8 

STEREOTARattaChment for the CONTAX. Dia
gram of the optical design and the path of the 
ligbt-rays. 'Jhe near points 7-1 of eaCh taking range 
(7-10.8 for portrait range, 7-12.5 for the norlllal 
rQlJge) are depicted all the film at the staJldard 
gauge of 19.0111111. 



Jhe image framing in theCONTAMETER optical 
near focusing device. Jhe image field S indicates 
the stereo format. 

Fig . 9 

----\-- /-- -5 

-----,.iIPo--- NSO 

--!-~ --+-~ R 
I, ,I 
I Standard 

Diagram of th e path of rays in the STEREOTAR 
attaChment in conjunction with an ancillary len s. 
Jhe convergent connecting lin es 1,2 from th e cen
tres of the half-images to the lens centres are deflect
ed by th e ancillary lens "P 50 in suCh a way that their 
extensions 1" and 2" co nverge in the plane 'N50. 
All image points lying in the convergence plane 
'N50 thus are depicted on the film in accordance 
with the standard 19.0 mm gauge. :Five more an
cillary lenses "P30. 20, 13, 9, 6 of different refractive 
potvers result in five lnore focusing planes 'N30. 20. 

13. 9. 6. in the same way. Jhe plan e of sharp defi
"ition is at S. 

Fig . l0 

another advantage in so far as the "allowed" 

range of depth is now extended from infinity 

to approx. 31 1/2 in. (80 cm). 

The diagram (Fig. 8) shows, furthermore , 

that the beams (1 and 2) which connect the 

centres of the half-images with those of the 

lenses converge, when extended (1' and 2') 

in the points of convergence N 2.5 or No.8. In 
which of the two points they converge depends 

on whether the STEREOTAR-C is used either 

with or without the prism attachment. These 

"convergence points" N2.5 and No.8 are, 

however, the actual starting points of the two 

taking ranges, which, according to the 70 min

utes principle, apply to both the two taking 

bases of 62 mm (with prisms) and 18 mm 

(double lenses only), when "infinity" is 

taken as the starting point. In other words, 

the near points of each range are automati

cally depicted on the film with the standard 

gauge distance of 19.0 mm between the 

image points in ead1 of the two half-pictures. 

All objects at a greater distance, however, 

will be depicted with a shorter lateral distance 

between their two half-images. 

Additional Accessories for the 

STE R E O T AR-C for Stereo-Close-ups 

By adding special supplementary lenses, the 

"Stereo -Proxars", to the STEREOTAR-C it can 

also be used for close-ups within the range 
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Fig . 14 
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STEREOTAR C, slereo -attacblllelil for Ibe C O N

TAX alld special slip -oil viewfillder for exposllres 
wilbill Ib e 1I0rliiai rQ/lge ( 8 ft. 10 illfillil y) . 

STE R E OTA R C wilbollt priSIil-allacblll elll f or 
slereo -exposllres wilh tbe co NT AX withill Ibe 
porI rail rallg e frolll 31'12 ill s. ( 80 CIII) 10 8 ft. 
(2 .5 III ) Q/ld lIIore. 

ST ERE OTAR C wilh slereo-Proxar lell ses alld 
CONTAMETER view/rallg efillder for C O N TAX 

slereo-exl)osllr es wilhin the close- lip rallge arollll d 
20 ill S., ., ,3/. illS., 8 ills. ( 50, 30, 20 CIII ) . 

STEREOTAR C wilb slereo-close- llp allac'hlll elil s 
for co N T A X sl ereo -exposllr es ill Ibe close- III) 
rallg e arolliid 5 illS., 3 ' / 2 illS., 23/6 illS. ( , 3,9, 6 CIII ) . 



of the C 0 NT AM ETE R(optical near-focuss ing 

unit for the CO NTAX){ that is{ at distances 

of about 193/ /' { 12" and 73/ /' (50{ 30 and 

20 cm) and by adding further" close-up at

tachments"{ at distances of about 5"{ 3'12" 
and 23/8" ( 13{ 9 and 6 cm). These three dis

tances are also automatically included in the 

system. How this has been adli eved is shown 

in the Diagram 9. 

The supplementary lens Puo jointly covers 

both the sTEREOTARlenses 0 1 and 0,.. It is{ 

therefore{ effective chiefly in the marginal 

zones for each stereo-lens. Thi s means that 

the tendency of a lens to displace the defini 

tion is{ for both paths of light rays{ com

bined with the effect of a wedge{ that of 

deflecting the rays. As a positive lens it 

draws the focu sing plane nearer. At the same 

time it deflects the paths of the rays ( I and 

2) which connect the centres of the half

images with those of the lenses in such a way 

that{ when extended ( I " and 2 ") they no 

longer converge at a convergence point No.8 

(Fig. 8){ but at the nearer convergence point 

N.;o (Fig. 9) . This new convergence point Noo{ 
now{ is once again the starting point (near 

point) of a new stereo -taking range{ auto

matically remaining in accordance with the 

standard gauge of the system ( 19.0 mm) ob

viating any further operations by the user. 

The same applies to the supplementary 

lenses 30{ 20{ 13{ 9 and 6. 

In the cases of the Stereo-Proxars 50{ 30 and 

20{ the power of refraction of each individ

uallens has been computed so that the near 

pOints N 50, 30, 20 coincide with the three dis

tance settings of the CONTAMETER. Thi s 

makes possible convenient optical focu sing. 

With the close-up attadlments 13{ 9 and 6 

distance setting is fixed automatically by 

mechanical devices (focusing frames), which 

proved more economical. 

The new Contameters can all be used direct

ly for stereo-photography{ since they indicate 

the accurate framing obtainable for all three 

stereo-close -up ranges (Fig. 10). Older Conta

meters of post-war manufacture can be con

verted to give these framings. 

The focu sing plane does 1Iot lie in the near 

points N.;o, 30, 20, 13, n, G, but furth er away in 

the plane S (Fig. 9). 

Thi s ensures a more uniform distribution of 

the sharp definition between the near and di s

tant points. H owever{ to achieve this object 

the STEREOTAR lenses mu st be set to finite 

di stance settings (see Tables 2 and 3). 

The stereoscopically-embraced depth{ once 

again{ conforms in each case to the principle 

of depth. The use ful depth of close- ups is 

determined in practice by the depth of field. 

A survey of the various taking ranges pos

sible with the STEREOTAR-C and its acces

sories is given in the Tables 1-3. 

The exterior of the STEREOTAR·C and its 

various methods of application are shown in 

figs . 11 to 14. For the "normal-range" and 

the "portrait-range" the STEREOTAft-C is 

fitted with a coupled rangefinder{ which is not 

effective{ however{ with the old CONTAX 

Model s I! and I II. 

The lenses have iris-diaphragms coupled to 

each other with setting, from f/3.5 to f/22. 

ThesTEREoTAR is attached to th e CONTAX 

by means of the outer bayonet and the pri sm

attadlment fixed by means of a special bayo

net to the lens casing. Thi s makes all neces 

sary changes simple{ rapid and reliable. 

Correct framing of normal pictures and 

portraits is achieved by means of a special 

stereo -viewfinder with parallax compen

sation ; the CONTAMETER ranges of 50{ 30 and 

20 are indicated by the CONTAMETER itself. 

The near-focu sing attadlments 13{ 9 and 6 

consist of the appropriate supplementary 

lens in a bayonet mount and a focusing frame{ 

which can be plugged-in and indicates the 

correct distance for the nearest point and 

also the framing. The frames can be detach -
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Table I 

Distance settin~ 
Width and Image height of (object d istance Depths of field at stop object with- scale with-

in relation to in the set 
focal plane in the set distance 3.5 5.6 8 11 16 22 distance 

" 00 -"" - - 12' _ 00 8'6"- 00 6'2"- 00 - -
" 28' - 13' - 00 10'6" - 00 8 '6" _ 00 6'6"- 00 5' 00 13'1" x 18' 1 : 250 e -.. 11 '7" - 29' 9'10" -55' 8'3" - 00 7' _ 00 5'8"- 00 4'7"- 00 7'1" x 10' 1 : 135 

E 13' 9'9" - 20' 8'6" - 28' 7'4" - 58' 6'4" _ 00 5'2"- co 4'3"- co 6" //' x 8'63/ /' 1 : 116 
0 8' 6'8" - 10' 6' - 12' 5'5" - 15' 4' 10" - 23' 4'2"- 143' 3'6"- 00 3'8" x 5'21/4" 1 : 70 Z 

" 6' 5'3" - 7' 4'10" -7' 11 " 4'6" - 9' 4' 1" - 12' 3'7" - 20' 3'1" - 170' 2'9" x 3'10s/.' 1: 53 
"" " 5' 4'6" -5'8" 4'2" -6'3" 3'11" - 7' 3'8" -8'3" 3'3" - 11 '9" 2'10" - 24' 2'3" x 3'2" 1 : 43 e 

4' 3'8" -4'5" 3'6" -4'8" 3'3)12"-5'2" 3'1" -5'10" 2'10" - 7'3" 2'6" - 10'6" 1'91/." x 2'6" 1 : 34 
.~ : 3'3" -3'9" 3'1" -4' 2'11V2"-4'4" 2'9)12" -4'9" 2'7" - 5'8" 2'3)12" - 7'6" 1'4'1." x 2' 1 : 27 

0 3' 2'10" - 3'2)12" 2'8)12"-3'5" 2'7" - 3'7" 2'5)12" -3'11 " 2'3)12"-4 '5)12" 2' 1)12"- 5'6" 1'1' /," x 1' 10" 1 : 25 
c.. 2'8" 2'6Y2"-2'10" 2'5)12"-2'10)12" 2'4" -3'1" 2'3" -3'4" 2'1" - 3'9/1 1'11" -4'5" 1'1/'1." x 1'61/4" 1: 20 

Deptb-oJ-field rallges, object sizes mId image sca les Jar tbe variOUS d, stallce sel/lllgs oj tbe Stereotar C, ill botb tbe 1l0rll1al alld tbe portrait 
rallge. 

Table 2 

Stereo-Proxar 50 Stereo-Proxar 30 Stereo-Proxar 20 

Stop Distance Depth of field from Distance Depth of field from Distance Depth of field from 
setting the Contameter setting the Contameter setting the Contameter 
in feet distance setting* in feet distance sctting* in feet distance setting* 

3.5 2'8" 1'91/ , " 2'8" 1'21/,, " 3' 8'/,," 
5.6 

1' 11' /." 
2'8" 1 '2't." 

3'/ : 9" 
8 

2' 10" 2' 10" t'3 1/!" 

11 3' 2'2" 3' 1'41/2" : 91/'1." 
16 3'1 : 2'61/·l' 3'/ : 1'61/ ." 4' 101/ 3" 

22 : 3'1" : 1'81/'!" 5' 11'1," 

Contameter distance setting** 1'81/ ." 1'13//' 8'1," 

Object size*** 83/ ,," x 1'1 /.' 5'1," x 8'/." 33/ ,," x 51/ ,, " 

Image scale*** 1 : 13 .8 1 : 9.4 1 : 5.9 

* Measured from the front rim of Stereo-Proxar lens mount 
**) Distance between front rim of Stereo-Proxar lens mount and object near point 

***) In relation to the Contameter distance setting and projection format 16 x 22.5 mm2 

~rost Javollrable vahles oj dIStance se /llll g for tbe VarlOliS stops wltb regard to tbe best pOSSIble "lIhsatlO " oj tbe correspo ndi"g depth-oJ
fie ld range, deptbs-oJ-fie ld , ob ject sizes and image scales witb tbe Stereotar C in conjtHl clion witb tbe Stereo-Proxar lenses 50, 30 and 20. 
1flben tbe maxi"",,,, range 01 definitiol1 is 110t required, mal/ers ca n be silliplified greatly for all tbree taking ranges by se/li ng tbe lens 
to 2'8" . J II tbis case tbe rear boundaries oj tbe dep th-oj-field ranges ",ave towards tbe iront . 

Table 3 

Stereo close-up attad,ment 13 Stereo close-up attachment 9 Stereo close-up attachment 6 

Stop Focusing in Depth of Acid Focusing in Depth of Aeld Focusing in Depth of field 
feet from the focusing feet from the focusing feet from the focusin g 

frame up tol frame up tot frame up to l 

5.6 3' 53/8" - - - -
8 3'/ :' 51/ 2" 4' 349/64" - -

11 : 521 / 32" 5' 327 /32" 5' 27/,6" 
16 4' 559/64" 6' 331/32" 8' 233/&1" 
22 6' 611 /3Z" 13' 411 /64" 219hz" 

Distance! between the focusing 
frame and the mount of the 
close-up lens 51 /s" 39 iJ6" 

I 

221 /64" 
Object size' 2 21 /64" x 317/ 64" 121 /32" x 221 /64" 17/ 6'1" x 117 /32" 
Image scale' 1 : 3.6 1 : 2 .6 1 : 1.7 

1 Measurcd from the engravcd area of the close-up lens mount, in indlcs 
2 Measured between the engraved area of the close-up lens mount and the area of the focusing frame towards the object, in inches 
3 In relation to the di stance of the focusing fram e 
*) between 3' and: 

~fos t Javollrable values oj d,stance sel/mg for tbe varlOliS stops wltb regard to tbe best POSSIble ulilisation oj tbe correspondi"g delltb-of
field ra"ges, deptbs-oJ-field, object sizes alld i",age scales witb tbe Stereotar C in co" j"nctio" witb tbe stereo close-up al/ach",e"ts 13 ,9 and 
6. 1l1be" tbe ",axi",,,m range oj definitio" is not required, lIIa/lers can be simplified grea tly especially Jar jlasbligbt Ilictllres by selecting 
JI22 a"d selling tbe Ie liS to ::0. J" tbis case tbe de/ltb-oJ-field rallges move towards tbe rear. 
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ed easily from the mounts and can be steri
lised when used for medical work. 

All combinations can be used with the same 

S 40.5 filters as used for the CONTAX stand
ard lenses. 

Taking Attachments, producing O -Stereo-Pictures 

Fig.15 

STERITAR attachlllent for all CONTAFLEX 1II0d
els alld tb e CONTINA Ill. Diagram of th e opti
ca l design alld tb e paths of rays. 1"he near poillt 
'N of tbe takillg rallge is depicted olltbe fillil at 
th e stalldard gauge of 19.0111111. 

The STERITARS for the CONTAFLEX 

and the CONTINA III 

The stereo-attachments for these camera 

models are virtually identical in their funda 

mental design. They essentially consist, as 

shown in fig. 15, of two rhomboid prisms 

PI and P rr which are fixed in front of the 

individual 0 camera lens. These prisms have 

a purpose similar to those in the STEREOTAR 

that is to say, they have to deflect the paths 

of rays laterally so that each prism produces 

a laterally displaced image of the 0 lens 

(fig. 3) . These prisms are designed so that 

the two images of the lens have a lateral 

distance between them giving an effective base 
of approx. 65 mm. The half-images Rand L 

on the film are once again separated by the 

standard gauge of 19.0 mm. With this stereo

attachment, too, the extensions (1' and 2') 
of the rays (1 and 2), the latter connecting 

the centres of the half-images with the centre 

of the lens, once again converge in the point 

N. This means that the STERITAR is also 

classified in the present stereo-system with 

the standard gauge of 19.0 mm. This con

vergence point N is once again the near point 
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STERITAR A 011 the CONTAFLEX I. It is fixed by 
lIIeallS of tb e allaChlllellt braCket and can also be 
nsed 011 the CONTAFLEX II. 

STE R ITAR B 011 the CONTAFLEX IV. It is attached 
by lIIem1S of the frolit-elelllellt bayonet Mid can 
also be II sed 011 the CONTAFLEX 111. 
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of the taking range, being at a distance of 

approx. 8 ft. (2.5 m) in front of the camera. 

The more distant subject points are depicted 

at a lateral di sta nce greater than 19.0 mm 

between their two half-images. 

With the STERITARS the base-prisms have 

yet another purpose. With the employment of 

only one lens, the standard camera lens, to 

produce both half-images, separating the two 

half-images is no longer as simple as with 

two lenses. The built-in separator plate, used 

with the STEREOTAR, cannot be employed. By 

using the critical angle of the total reflection , 

the separation is now achieved by the base

prisms themselves. Under critical conditions 

this separation is sometimes not sufficient 

when the stops from f/2.8 to f/ 4 are used. 

If a greater stop than f/5.6 must be used it 

is advisable to ensure su fficient separation 

by using the separator, which can be inserted 

into two bushings of the prism attachment. 

The sepa rator is supplied with each STERIT AR . 

The STERITAR attachments, although basi

cally the sa me for the various camera models, 

differ in details of mechanical and optical 

equipment. For instance, the connecting links 

to the various cameras are different in order 

to fit the different lens mounts and front 

STERITAR B with swung-ou t filter holder whiCh 
accepts 1Iorlllal S 27 filters. 



panels. The sizes of the prisms and the opti

cal values may also differ to suit different 

focal lengths of the standard lenses. 

The STERITAR-A for the co TAFLEX Models I 

and 1l with the 45 mm, f/ 2.8 Tessar lens, 

therefore, cannot be used for the CONTAFLEX 

III an IV, which have a 50 mm Tessar. For 

these models the STERITAR-B has been design

ed, which has differently shaped prisms and 

a different attaching device. Another impor

tant difference is that, in contrast to STERI

TAR-A, the front-element of the f/2.8, 50 mm 

Tessar must be removed and replaced by the 

STERITAR-B. The STERITAR-O should be 

operated in the sa me way together with the 

CONTINA III. In this case the front-element 

of the convertible Pantar f/2.8, 45 111m len s 

must be removed and replaced by the STERI 

TAR -D the coupling bayonet of which fits 

that of the Pantar. In its optical design the 

STERITAR -O corresponds to theSTERITAR -A 

The exterior shapes of the O -stereo-attach

ments STERITAR-A, STERITAR -B and STERI

TAR-D can be seen in figs. '16 to 19. 

ST E RITA R 0 all the co TI A III. It is also nttnch
ed by lIIenliS of tbe frolit-elellielit bayollet.7I/0rlllnl 
S 27 filters call be 1ISed ns with the STERITAR B 
by elliployi//g tbe filter bolder. 

H. Auxiliary Tools and Auxiliary Means 

Since stereo-pictures taken with apparatus of 

the ZEISS IKO stereo-systems consist of two 

half -images, positioned side by side on aile 

single frame of the film, which are automatically 

correctly positioned in relation to one another 

and remain uncut on the original film for 

examination (for projection or viewing in a 

viewer or even for copying), all those awk

ward and difficult operations of individual 

mounting or binding become unnecessary . 

This also makes superfluous special mount

ing and binding jigs, which otherwise would 

be required for that purpose. 

ZEISS IKON original stereo-lIIask with cover
mask and cover-glasses for 0- aHd 00-2" x 2" 
stereo-s lides. 
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Fig . 21 

0 _2" X 2" Stereo-slide with original ZEISS IKON 
stereo-mask alld marked by ring symbol. 

The small strip of film containing the two 

half-images is simply positioned within the 

four tongues of the ZEISS IKON stereo -mask 

(fig. 20) and bound together with the cover 

mask supplied, between two commercial 

2" X 2" cover glasses. Using the original 

ZEISS IKON stereo-masks ensures the cor

rect spatial position of the frame with regard 

to the image, since these masks are made 

with the greatest possible precision (accurate 

to some hundredth of a millimetre) . Fig. 21 

shows a finished miniature 2" X 2" stereo 

slide with a-symbol. 

III. Negative Material, Printing 

Fundamentally, any film material which is 

suitable for normal miniature photography 

can be used for stereo-photography. When 

selecting a film it should be borne in mind, 

however, that s tereo-photographs are always 

viewed or projected with high magnification. 

The use of reversal film, black-and-white or 

colour, is preferable, therefore, since this 

material ensures the hi ghest possible image 

quality. If negative material is used it is of 

the greatest importance to avoid any change 

in scale between the negative and the positive, 

that is to say, printing should be strictly 1: 1. 

This can be performed easily in contact print

ing but the highest accuracy is necessary with 

optical printing, since some optical printing 

machines, for certain reasons, are set to a 
., : 1,1 scale. 

IV. Projecting- and Viewing-Apparatus 

Due to the fact that all half-images are already 

automatically correctly positioned relative to 

eadl other and are also framed precisely by 

the boundaries of the stereo-mask, the con

ditions governing three-dimensional repro

duction are definitely fixed for all pictures 

taken with the taking devices of the ZE ISS 

IKO N stereo-systems. The depths of field are 

also determined by the boundaries of the 

various taking ranges. However, the photog-
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rapher himself should endeavour to hold the 

camera on a horizontal level in order to avoid 

vertical distortions. 

Stereo Projectors 

On the basis of this careful prepa ration of 

the stereo-pictures themselves, the sole re

maining task of the projectors, or rather the 

stereo-attachments for the projectors - is to 



Fig. 22 

Sch 

) 

Stereo-bead for tbe IKOLUX 500. Diagram oftbe 
optical design andtbe patb of tbe ligbt-rays. By 
1IIealiS of tbe system of illumination, consisti'1g of 
tbe lallllJ £, tbe aspberical condenser C. tbe image
field lells B and double-prism 'K. tbe balf-images 
£ alld Rare trans-illumi/l(ited. :Tbe combination 
of mirrors Sp separates tbe patbs of rays of tbe 
left-balld mid tbe rigbt-band image alld tbe por
tiolls pass tbrougbtbe lenses Ot aIId Or to tbe 
polarizers P1 froll' wbere tbey filially coillcide on 
tb e screell Scb. 

Fig . 24 

Ghost Image R tL) 
~ _-_- - ---=-....:J 

Pri ncipa l images L (R) Ghost Image L (R) 

.... .".,-rio;!!;rP:= VP, 

R (L) 

STERIKO 10 witb pre-polarizer, a stereo-pro
jectioll aUaCb ll lelit fortbe I KOLUX 250, 500 and 
AVI SO Il. Diagram of tbe optical design and tbe 
pa tb of rays. :Tbe beams of rays coming from tbe 
balf-illl(iges £ all d R and filling completely tbe lens 
o are divided by tbe deflect ing prisms ')(1 and ')(3 
and deflected in tbe opposite directions so tbat oll e 
left balf-image £ and otle rigbt balf-image Rare 
brollgbt to coillcidellce on tbe screen SCb. A IJair 
of pre-po/arizers 'VP) (illd 'VP2 Hear tb e trallspar
ellcy alld a pair of IJrincipal polarizers 'J-IP1 alld 
'J-IP2 Hear tbe deflecti'lg pris ,Hs polarize differently 
tbe rays fromtbe left (illd tbe rigbt balf-image 
aHd at tbe same time remove tbe distllrbillg gbost 
images. 

I KO L U X 500 witb stereo-bead ( fig . 23). 
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bring suitably the half-images to coincidence 

on a screen and to polarize the light rays 

which produce them. 

In the following section three types of stereo 

units are described, which can be attached to 

the normal ZE IS S IKO N miniature still pro

jectors and differ in their fund amental design , 

their efficiency, their prices and their poten

tialities of application. All three units can be 

used optionally for 0 - or 0 O -stereo-pictures 

(DIN 4531, Sheet 2), according to the ad 

justment of the polarizer settin g. 

1be Stereo-bend for the IKOLUX 500 

Diagram22 shows the schematic design of this 

unit. The light coming from the projection 

lamp L is used to illuminate both the half 

images Land R together by means of the 

aspherical condenser C in conjunction with 

the image-field lens B and the double-wedge 

K. The path of rays is then split into two ( I 

and 2) by the mirror system Sp and these 

two beams are passed through the two sepa 

rate lenses 0 1 and Or. This makes it possible 

to utili se the total light output passing through 

each half-image most effectively on the screen 

Sch. Both lenses can be adjusted both laterally 

and vertically. By using the lateral adjustment 

the coincidence of the edge-covering of the 

half-images can be adjusted for practically 

any projection di stance required, whilst the 

vertical adjustment serves to compensate for 

slight irregularities in the vertical position of 

the half-images. 

The polarizing filter s PF in front of the lenses 

produce the correct degree of polarisation for 

both the left and right half-images. The con

den ser C and the lamp L shown in the dia 

gram are basic elements of the still projector, 

all the other components being elements of 

the stereo-head . The projector can be equip

ed with Orikar f/2.5, 100 mm or Orikar 

f/ 3.2 , 150 mm lenses. It has no di stortional 
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effect on O -pictures. Fig. 23 shows the 

IKOLu x500 combination with the stereo

head. 

'Jbe STERIKON 10 for IKOLUX 250, 500 

and AVISO II 

The STER IKON 10 makes possible the pro

jection of the stereo-slides without a special 

projection lens. It operates in conjunction 

with the standard Orikar f/ 2.5, 100 mm pro

jectionlens of the IKOLUX or the AVISOI' 

and is simply attached to the front of this 

len s. As show n in fig. 24 it consists chiefly 

of two deflecting wedges K[ and K2, which 

halve the pupil of the projection lens. These 

are achromatic wedges, the deflecting values 

of which must be very thoroughly observed . 

To each wedge is assigned a polarizer HP, 

and HP2, the directi ons of vibration of which 

are perpendicular to each other. Each half of 

the lens, produces on the screen an enlarge

ment of the relevant half-image, Lor R, each 

of which is only half as bright as that pro 

duced by the undivided lens. The wedges 

Kl and K2, which deflect the light rays in 

opposite directions, are computed so that of 

the four half-images produced , two, one right 

and one left, coincide (overlap accurately). 

These overlapping images are called the prin 

cipal images in contrast to the ghost images 

which lie beside them. These ghost-images 

would impair the observation of the principle 

images and for this reason they are masked 

by the pre -polarizers VP1 and VP2, which 

are placed immediately in front of the stereo 

slide7 . In the diagram fig. 24, it can be seen 

how, the polarized rays penetrating through 

VP[ can pass unhindered through the prin 

ciple polarizer HPJ , acting in the sa me direc

tion , and also through the wedge K1. These 

rays form one of the principle images. The 

principle polarizer I-IP2, being in opposition , 

however, blocks the passage of these rays 
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and prevents them pass in g through into the 

pri sm K2. Thi s prevents the fo rmation of the 

ghost image to the left of the principl e image. 

The sa me applies to the li ght rays pass ing 

through VP2. 
The STER I KON 10 has the effect of partial 

di stortion on O -stereo-slides. In fig. 25 it is 

shown in conjunction with the I K 0 L U X 250. 

:The Stereo-AlIaa )l/lellt for the IKO LUX J 50 , 

300 and S 300 

This a ttachment is still in preparation. It is 

being deS igned to sati sfy the foll owing re

quirements: 

I. If possible, the attadlment should work in 

conjunction with all lenses of the new 

I KO LU X models. 

2. The attachment should be des igned with the 

intention of correcting trapezo id -distortion 

of O -stereo- pictures. 

3. Its construction should be as simple as 

possible. 

These demands were met by a new mono

lens '/linor attachment, the fundamental de

sign and method of operation of w hich is 

shown in fi g. 26. The two stationary internal 

mirrors S1 and S2 divide the beams of rays 

pass ing through the projection lens 0 and 

the two half-images L and R into equal por

ti ons, whi ch are supplied to the two outer 

mirrors S~ and S4' H ere they are defl ected 

so that the projection images produced on the 

screen Sdl can be brought to co incidence. 

Owing to the vari ous projection distances and 

the different focal lengths of the projection 

lenses, the outer mirror S4 is rotatable round 

a vertical spindle Av. The adju stability of this 

mirror is chosen so as to give a good frame 

covering of standard 2" X 2" stereo-slides 

for practically all projecti on focal lengths and 

a wide range of projection distances. The 

vertical adjustment of one of the projected 

half-images is made poss ible by making the 

other outer mirror S3 rotatable round a hori

zontal spindle All . The variable polarisati on 

of the partial beams is performed by the 

polari z ing filters PF, whi ch are mounted to

gether in the polari zer slide PS. By reversing 

thi s slide the vari able adjustment of the polar

izing filters for 0 - and OO-stereo slides ca n 

be ami eved. The limita tion of the parti al 

beams is done mechani ca lly by a separator 

shi eld Bl whi ch is rotatable round a verti cal 

spindle Ab. The mirror attachment can be fi xed 

to the lens panel of the I K 0 LU X by mean s 

of a special support. Fig. 27 shows this stereo

attachment mounted on the I K 0 LUX 300. 
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Fig . 26 "-t"---.... --~- Sch 

,-,,- 0 

Mirror stereo-projection-attaChm ent for I KO LUX 

150, 300 mid 5 300. Diagram of tbe optical design 
alld tbe patb of rays. 
1'be balf-images £. and R fralisi//llillinated by tbe 
ligbtillg system consisting of tbe lamp £., tbe 
aspberical cO l1denser C and tb e image field lens B 
are projected by mealls of tbe lell s 0 011 to tbe 
scree II 5cb. 1'be beams of rays are divided by tbe 
iliterrra/ mirrors 5, and 52 and brougbt to coin
cidence 011 tbe screen 5Ch via tbe outer mirrors 53 
alld 54' 1'bey are differelltly polarized by tbe 
polarizers p'J and separated from each other by 
tb e separator Bl. 

J KO LUX 300 with mirror stereo-projectioll at
taChmelit (fig. 27). 
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In order to reduce the trapezoid -distortion of 

projected O -stereo slides, the new projectors 

permit the use of projection lenses of short 

focal lengths. The standard projection lens 

of 85 mm focal length gives, in this respect, 

pleasing results. However, using a 50 mm pro

jection lens, which would result in an almost 

perfect correction of the distortion, is impos

sible since this would shorten the projection 

distance to little more than 6 ft for a screen 

image of a height of almost 40 inches. This 

is hardly advisable . 

Stereo Viewers (stereoscopes) 

According to the principles mentioned at the 

beginning of this chapter, the chief function 

of viewers or stereoscopes is to bring the 

half-images sufficiently close to the eyes 

and convey one to each eye individually at 

SUdl an apparent and effective lateral distance 

that the objects depicted appear vertically 

and laterally correct and can be viewed at 

almost the same angles as they would appear 

to the eyes in natural vision. 

Fig . 27 



Fig. 28 laterally correct 
~----- ... L' 

A sililple O-stereo viewer. Diagralll oJ tbe optical 
design alld the patb of rays. :Tbe half-illiages [ 
IlIId R whiCh are lat erally alld vertically correct 
and also correctly correlated to tbe eyes are trans
Jerred by lIIeans of ·the pairs of mirrors SP1' SP2, 

and SP3, SP 4, illto the apparent positio"s [' aJ'ld 

R' alld so viewed throllghthe lIIagtliJiers [1 alld [2' 

Fig . 29 
laterall y correc t 
~----- .. 

L' I 

ZEISS IKON O-stereo viewer with double- lI wgni
fiers and illiage-fieid lells. Diagram of the op tical 
design alld the path of rays. 
1l1ndallientally, the conditions are the sallie as 
with tbe silliple O-stereo viewer in fig. 28. 
Spl1erically corrected dOllble 1IIagnifiers [, and [2 
perlllit lin hindered viewing even for observers with 
WlllSIWlly large or slllall interpupillary distances. 
:Tbe illiage-fieid lens E redllces tbe trapezoid 
distortion of the O -stereo slides, according to 
fig. 30. 

/. Standard /9.0 . / 

laterall y ·correct 
~ --""""---4 

R' 

latera/~ co rrec t 
"'----- --C 

I R' 

laterally correct laterall y correct R 

........ ... 
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Fig. 30 

5 

:Method of operatioll of th e illiage-jieid lell s E ill 
the O -stereo viewer sbowil ill jig. 29. A rectallgle 
I, seeH /roll/ the cO lluex side 0/ a plallo-colluex 
lell s 2 appears as a barrel-sbaped jigure 3. 'Jbe 
rectallgles of the test jigllre " nre depicted as 
oppositely directed trapezoid hal/-ill/ages 5 wbell 
takeH with a IIlolio -leli s stereo allaC/wlelit. 'Jbe 
plaiIO-COIII)eX lell s 6 cOllueri s thell' to al11lOst ac
cllrat e rectallgles 7 . 

Fig. 31 

ZE ISS IKON O -s tereo piewer. 
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Since the half-images are positioned different

ly in both the 0 - and OO-stereo pairs 

variOliS ways and mea ns are required to 

achieve this aim. With regard not only to the 

technical but also the economical point of 

view, it appears almost impossible to design 

a viewer which meets the requirements of 

both types of pictures. 

For this reason a special viewer has been 

made for each of the two ZEISS IKO N 2" X 

2" 0- and OO-stereo-slides. 

'JiJe O -Slereo Viewer for 2 " X 2" Siereo
Slides 

This viewer is re latively simple in its basic 

design. As can be seen in fig. 28 the simplest 

viewer consists essentially of four mirrors, 

SPI , SP2, Spa and SP4, two bi-convex lenses 

Ll and L2 acting as magnifiers and a support 

for the slide with the half-images Land R. 
Thi s simple optical design is possible because 

of the favourable position of the half-images 

(laterally and vertically correct with the left 

half -i mage to the left of the right one). 

The two pairs of mirrors SPl and SP2 or SP3 

and SPJ have only to cause such a deflection 



ZE I SS I KON O-stereo viewer wi tiJ illl/ Ill illa tioll 
att ach lil eli t. 

IlI'l1l1illat io li attaCh lil elit for the ZE IS S IK ON 0 -
stereo viewer, opell . 

Fig . 34 

1rmisforliler for the illulil illatio ll attaciJlllent of 
tbe ZE I SS I KON 0 - mid OO-stereo viewers, 
whicb call be cOl lll eeted to A.C. maillS of 1 /0 - 130 
[lo lls or 220-240 vo ll s. 

of the beams of rays that the half-images L 

and R appear to the eyes to be in the pos itions 

L' and R' . The two magnifiers L[ and L2 per 

mit the pictures to be viewed sharply a t less 

than the normal viewing di stance. 

Z EISS IK ON have not chosen this most simple 

design for an O -s tereo viewer, for two rea

sons: 

I. The lateral di stance between the magni 

fiers depends on the apparent distance be 

tween the ha lf-im ages and must be of a fixed 

magnitude. The inte rpupill ary distance of the 

eyes, however, differs with various observers. 

A lateral adjustment of the magnifiers to ac

commodate them to th e interpupillary distan ce 

of the individual viewer would be funda

mentally wrong. For this reaso n the view

ing area of the magnifiers is made large in 

our O -s tereo viewer and the di stance of 

them is fi xed. D epending upon the distance 

of the eyes, either the centre or the edges 

may be used . In order to make ste reo

viewing possibl e fo r people with an extremely 

g reat interpupillary distance as well as for 

those with an extremely short one, two times 

two suitably arranged plan o-convex lenses 

have replaced the simple bi -convex lenses 

(fi g. 29) and in this co mbina ti on form spheri

cally corrected double magnifiers givin g pi c

tures of high qu ality right up to the edges. 

The lenses are of the fi x- focus ty pe and a re 

adjusted fo r observers with normal vision. 

People with defective eyes ight have to use 

their spectacles. This is a limitation, of course, 

but nevertheless a considerable simplification 

of the basic design and its sa tisfac to ry oper

a tion has been achieved . 

2. The unavo idable trapezoid distortion of 

the ha lf- images taken w ith an O -stereo 

a ttachment caused us to use an additional 

element, whi ch might be ca ll ed a d istortion 

correcting element. It is the plano-convex 

lens E (fi g. 29) whi ch covers both th e half

images Land R and is built into the viewer 
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Fig . 35 

L, 

OO-s tereo viewer witb tr(lii s/)ositioll oj tbe balJ
illf()ges . Diagrmll of tbe optical desigll mid patb of 
rays. Jbe laterally (lnd vertically correct but, ill 
relatioll totbe eyes, ill correctiy correlated balJ
ililages L alld R are viewed vi(l the pairs of lIIir
rors SP), SP2 or SP3, SP4. 1he crossillg of rays 
make tb e balJ-images appear ill tbe apparellt posi
ti01l5 [' alld R', wbere th ey appear laterally cor
rect alld (lIsa co rrelated correctly to tb e eyes. 

fig . 36 la terally correct 
"'--T--'" L' 

L, 

OO-stereo viewer witb lateraltr(lllsposition of the 
baIJ-illiages. Di(lgralll oftbe optical design m'/d 
tb e pa tb of rays. 
Jhe balf-images L alld R are correctly correla ted 
to tbe eyes bllt laternlly reversed. By ref/ectillg 
tb em tbree tillies via tbe sllrfaces SP.1, SP2, SP j, 
tbey are viewed ill tbe app(lrel1t positions [' alld 
R' mId are tbell l(lterally correct (liid correctly 
correlat ed to tbe eyes. 
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latero1!y. correc t 
~~TR'" 

Standard 19,0 . 1 
R laterolly correct laterally correct L 

62 

Standard 19.0 I 
la terally reversed laterally reversed 

Standar d 62 

R 

laterally correct "'--T- --;;C R' 



Fig, 37 

loterally Correct 

~ 

ZEISS IKON OO-stereo viewer with lat era l 
trallspositioll of the balf-ililages. Diagralll of the 
optical desigll alld the path of rays. 
Owillg to the /Jarticular position of tbe pairs 01 
lIIirrors Sp j, SP2 and SP3, SP4, tbe ball-ililages, 
which are correctly correlated to th e eyes bllt 
laterally reversed are viewed f r01l1 tbe baCk, wbich 
callSes a lat eral transposition. :They appear later
ally correct ill the apparent positions [' and R' 
alld are viewed tbrollghthe lIlagllijiers [, alld [2' 

:The /Jictllres are ilitlillillated frolll the illllillillatioll 
box. 

loteroUr. Correc , 

~ R' 

Standard 62 

Standard 19.0 

in addition to the other absolutely essential 

optical components. The method of operation 

of this image-field lens is shown in the dia 

gram fig. 30. 

As is well known , looking through a plano

convex lens (2) from the convex side will 

make a rectangle (1) appear as a barrel

shaped figure (3). A test figure (4) consisting 

of rectangles ly ing concentrically, one inside 

another, will be depicted when taken with a 

mono-lens stereo-attachment, as half-images 

(5) of a trapezoid figure , facing in opposite 

directions . If these are now viewed through 

a plano-convex lens (6) a figure (7) will be 

seen in which the half-images are once aga in 

almost correctly rectangu lar. This is suffi

cient to correct the trapezoid distortion in 

O-stereo pictures. 

The Z E ISS J K 0 NO-stereo viewer also pos

sesses the following important features: 

It can be operated without special adjustment, 

has spherically corrected large double magni 

fiers with large eyepieces and in conjunction 

'with a corrective image-field lens permits cor

rect stereo-viewing to practically all observ-
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ers no matter what their interpupillary dis 

tance or whether they are wearing glasses 

or not. The viewer can be supplied with an 

illumination attachment for battery operation 

or a transformer for connection to 110- 130 

volts or 220-240 volts A. C. main s. Figures 

31 and 32 show the O-stereo viewer with 

and without the illumination attachment, 

whilst fig. 33 gives an idea of the interior of 

the illumination attachment and fig. 34 of 

the plug- in tran sformer for mains supply. 

'Jbe OO -Slereo 'Viewer for 2 " X 2 " 

Stereo Slides 

Viewing OO-stereo pictures is fundamentally 

different from viewing O-stereo pictures and 

for thi s reason OO-stereo viewers cannot be 

as simple as the other ones. 

OO-stereo pictures have eit bel' 

their half-images in a laterally correct posi

tion but in the wrong order relative to the 

eyes (left half-image to the right, right half

image to the left) - see pages 196 ff i 

or the half -images are correctly correlated to 

the eyes (left half-image to the left, right 

half-image to the right) but laterally reversed. 

For these problems, there are two di stinct 

so lutions and two fundamentally different 

types of stereo -viewers. 

1. Starting with the laterally correct half

images whidl are incorrectly correlated to 

the eyes, it is obvious that the viewers must 

be designed so that the two half-images are 

optically transposed in such a way that the 

left eye sees the left half-image and the right 

eye sees the right half -image, without revers

ing them laterally. At the same time the 

viewers must be so constructed, like the 0 -
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ste reo viewer, as to convert optically the 

actual di stance of the half-images Land R to 

the apparent interpupillary distance, that is to 

say, to the positions L' and R'. Fig. 35 shows 

how the pairs of mirrors SPI and SP2 and SP3 

and Sp.1 solve both thi s problems by making 

the paths of rays cross each other. The mag

nifiers Ll and L.! are once again designed so 

that the eyes, when sufficiently close to the 

magnifiers, can see both half-images sharply 

defined . The various sets of mirrors can be 

replaced by prisms, which, with regard to 

the optical length of the paths of rays, are 

more favourable in practice. 

2. When starting with half-images which are 

correctly positioned in relation to the eyes 

but laterally reversed , the optical equipment 

of the viewer must be designed so that its 

various elements not only effect an apparent

ly correct separation of the half-images but 

also produce a lateral reversals. An 00-

stereo viewer of thi s type is shown in fig. 36. 

The combination of prisms PI , P2 has three 

reflecting surfaces SPI, SP2 and SP3, one of 

which (Sp2) is formed by an air-gap between 

the partial prisms P J , P2. The rays coming 

from the sections I , 2 and 3 of the half

images Land R are deflected by the reflect

ing surfaces Spa, SP2 and SPI so that they 

reach the eyes after passing the pri sms P2 

and the magnifiers Ll or L2. They transfer 

the half-images Land R to the apparent 

image positions L' and R' . Due to the odd 

number of reflections (three times) the half

images which are originally laterally reversed 

now appear laterally correct in the apparent 

positions L' and R'. 

Both these types of viewer, however, need a 

considerable amount of optical elements and 

are rather uneconomical to manufacture. For 

this reason they are not produced by ZEI 55 

I K 0 N and have been described only to show 

all the possible ways of solving this problem. 



Fig. 37 shows how thi s problem can be solv 

ed by usin g only a few optical elements, 

although in a somewhat unusual manner, by 

starting with correctly positioned but later

ally reversed half -images. This design of a 

particularly inexpensive OO-stereo viewer is 

principally composed of two pairs of mir

rors SPI, SP2 and SP3, SpJ and two magni -. 

fiers L t and L2. The position of stereo- slide 

and the setting of the mirrors may seem 

peculiar. The lateral reversa l of the half 

images here is not achieved by an odd num

ber of reflections of the paths of rays, but by 

viewing the stereo- slide from the back - as 

seen from the observer. Thi s is rather diffi 

cult, as it is necessary to place the slide L, 

R as near as possible to the observer and to 

transilluminate it at the same time. It has 

been possible, however, to place an in

geniously designed " illumination box" be

tween the magnifiers Ll and ~. From thi s b ox 

the half-images Land Rare transilluminated 

and the rays coming from them are collected 

by the mirrors SP2 or SP4 , deflected and 

transferred to the mirrors SPI or SP3 and led 

to the eyes by pass ing through the magni

fiers L t or L2. The dimensions and the ar

rangement of the mirrors are designed so 

that the half-images appear laterally correct 

in the positions L' and R'. 

The magnifiers Ll and L2 are spherically cor

rected double magnifiers, for the same reason 

as mentioned with the O -stereo viewer. On 

the other hand, there is no necessity for 

using a distortion corrector, since OO-stereo 

pairs do not suffer from the trapezoid 

distortion of the O-stereo slides. 

Due to the necessity of incorporating an 

illumination box , the use of artificial illumi

nation has become almost imperative. As 

can be seen in fig . 39 the cover of the viewer

casing contains holders for two 1.5 volt mono 

cells which feed a 2.5 volt, 0.3 amp torch bulb 

(L). This lamp will automatically be placed 

s 

ZEISS IKO OO -stereo viewer, accordil1g to 
diagram fig. 37. 

ZEISS IKON OO-s tereo viewer, ope". 
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in the illumination compartment when the 

cover is put on the viewer and can be 

operated by means of a press -button switch 

S (fig. 38). The viewer can also be connected 

to 110- 1 30 volts or 220-240 volts A. C. 

mains by using the plug-in transformer(shown 

in fig. 34). 

Finally, it should be mentioned that the 

currentz E I S S-I KO N stereo systems described 

in these pages can and will be developed 

further and their scope extended. 
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Binders for "Photographie und Forschung" 

A binder has been provided for the 1957 issues (vol. 7) 

of Photographie und Forschung 

and many readers have already placed their orders. 

In case you too wish to collect your issues 

in a suitable binder, 

it is still possible to send one to you. 

Please write a postcard to 

ZE ISS I KO N A.G., Information Dept., 

Stuttgart, Postfach 540. (Germany) 

You will then receive the binder free of charge. 
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